It is no coincidence that the CNS midline serves as one of the best studied axon guidance choice points since it is possible to observe here phylogenetically conserved neuronal guidance events that showcase many complex Roman J. Giger and Alex L. Kolodkin* Department of Neuroscience The Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine 725 North Wolfe Street Baltimore, Maryland 21205 growth cone steering behaviors ( Figure 1A ). Ipsilaterally projecting axons that do not cross the midline, and contralaterally projecting axons that do have both been Our understanding of how axons find their targets during shown to respond to midline guidance information. In neural development has advanced markedly over the Drosophila, C. elegans, chicken, and rodents, extensive past decade. We now know of many families of guidance work demonstrates that the midline is a source of a cues that include members capable of attracting or repotent chemoattractant, Netrin, which serves to attract pelling advancing growth cones, and many of the recepcrossing axons toward and into the CNS midline (Chistors that mediate responses to these cues have been holm and Tessier-Lavigne, 1999). Once there, however, discovered. Indeed, the recent sequencing of the human crossing axons do not linger. They proceed to the congenome underscores that, despite the existence of tralateral phase of their trajectory, which is often close many novel proteins with the potential to function as to the midline, seemingly oblivious to levels of Netrin guidance cues, we have already identified a surprisingly that can be several-fold greater than those that initially large repertoire of proteins that participates in the estabattracted these crossing axons to the midline. 
by forming a complex with DCC and in doing so results in a repulsive, not an attractive, response to Netrin (Hong et al., 1999) . This reversal of DCC signaling occurs by a Netrin-dependent association between the DCC and UNC5H2a cytoplasmic domains. These experiments show that ligand-dependent associations between different Netrin receptors can dramatically alter the steering response to this guidance cue, and they set the stage for testing whether interactions between different guidance cue receptors might facilitate midline crossing by commissural axons. Figure 2D ). These younger and older populations of neurons appear to mimic the behavior of pre-and postcrossing spinal commissural neurons with respect to their changing responses to Netrin and Slit-2 over time, and though the identity of these neurons in culture has not be determined, these observations beg the question of how this regulation of Netrin responsiveness occurs. A subtle but important point is that though Netrin attraction is silenced by Slit-2, Netrin outgrowth promoting activity (Figure 2A) . Furthermore, in and repellents may play a role in certain types of axon guidance events where both classes of cues are prestage 22-derived spinal neurons, these cytoplasmic motifs are essential for ligand-gated silencing by the Robo sented relatively equally all along a developing axonal trajectory, it is appealing to invoke silencing as a general cytoplasmic domain. To test whether the Robo CC1 and DCC P3 domains directly form a heteromultimeric strategy for effecting the rapid and discrete steering events that define the establishment of many neuronal complex, these domains were replaced in the Robo and pathways. This study presents compelling biochemical quires receptor multimerization via the P3 DCC cytoevidence for an absolute hierarchy between these midplasmic domain, Figures 1D and 1E) . Regulation of Robo exists to dissect the signaling pathways that underlie protein levels in the developing vertebrate spinal cord, growth cone behaviors that heretofore have been as has been observed in Drosophila, is an obvious possilumped together for lack of experimental paridigms cability which will be addressed following the generation pable of teasing them apart. Though rapid, modular, of appropriate antibody reagents. However, the obserand hierarchical interactions among different guidance vation that stage 22-derived Xenopus neurons express receptors greatly increase the complexity of underfunctional Robo but are not repelled by Slit, along with standing at the molecular level how growth cones navithe failure at present to identify vertebrate commisgate to their targets, we now have a more complete sureless proteins, suggests alternative possibilities for picture at the CNS midline of how a limited number of regulating Slit responsiveness that include developmencues and receptors interact to insure that echoes of tally regulated expression of additional signaling compreviously encountered guidance cues do not adversely ponents required for Robo repulsion, Robo modificaaffect future directions. tions including phosphorylation and dephosphorylation events, or even silencing of Robo itself.
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